
 

Animation 
A technique used to make objects and drawings appear 

as if they are moving. 

Stop Frame 

Animation 

A technique in which many photographs are taken of 

objects with small movements in between. 

Key Frame Animation 
A technique which uses key frames to create the 

animation.  

2D Animation 
When an animation is created using a series of drawings 

in a two dimensional (e.g. “flat”) environment.  

3D Animation 

When an animation is created in a computer using 
software that allows for objects to be animated in a 3D 
environment where the camera can be moved around 
the environment in the X, Y, and/or Z Axis.  

Frame Rate 
The speed at which frames progress in an animation. 

Measures usually as frames per second (fps).  

Key Frame A frame in a timeline at which a change will occur.  

Thumbnail 
A thumbnail is a very small image to show the animation 

scene.  

Tweening 
The process of creating the in-betweens, which are the 

images that go between keyframes.  

Sprite A character or object within your Scratch world. 

Objects Items within your animations.  

Layers The different levels on which you place objects. 

Onion Skinning 
Makes previous frames visible to help plan ahead for the 

next frame. 

Squash & Stretch The principle of applying a contrasting change. 

 

 

 

Animation 

Animation is a technique used to make objects and drawings appear as if 

they are moving. 

• Stop Frame Animation is a technique in which many photographs 

are taken of objects with small movements in between. 

There are many examples of stop-frame animations including Wallace & 

Gromit, Shaun The Sheep and Pinocchio.   

• In the early days of animation, each frame of a production had to be 

drawn by hand. Now animators can save hours, or even weeks or 

months of work, by using digital keyframe animation to identify 

different elements of a graphic and choose how those elements will 

move or change over time.   

Software Explanation Image  

Scratch  On Scratch, users can make 

short movies, music videos, 

comical shorts, and more 

through a variety of tech-

niques. Animation can involve 

programming sprites to talk, 

move, and interact.   

 

 

 

Wick Editor  The Wick Editor is a free and 

open-source tool for creating 

games and animations.  

 

 

Blender Blender allows artists to turn 

their still characters into im-

pressive animations. Blender 

is another open source soft-

ware. 

 

Use of a forever 

loop to  

continuously 

loop the code. 

Broadcast Function—Used to let one part 

of the code or project communicate with 

another part.   


